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Facts & Figures

- **1.1 million** (1,000 per day!) views of
- **187** videos
- **Millions** of downloads of
- **180+** PDFs
- **35** languages
- **190+** countries reached

New Videos

- *Understanding & Analyzing Gait for the Clinician* **(7-part series)** by Dr. Michael Sussman
- *The Ponseti Method of Clubfoot Care* **(2-part series)** by Dr. Norgrove Penny
- The Knee Exam In A Patient With An ACL Tear by Dr. Gregory Schmale
- Fractures in the Pediatric Age Group **(18-part series)** by Dr. Kaye Wilkins
- Biomechanics of the Pediatric Foot **(10-part series)** by Dr. Vince Mosca

Exhibits

**POSNA**: Global HELP exhibited at this year’s Pediatric Orthopedic Society of North America (POSNA) conference in Austin, Texas!

Awards

**POSNA Humanitarian Award**: Our Founder, Dr. Lynn Staheli, was honored this spring at the annual POSNA conference for his work with Global HELP.

Other Projects

- **Clubfoot: Ponseti Management 4th Ed.** will be published in a variety of print and digital formats.
- **Global HELP Scholarship** recipient, Jonathan Staheli, will travel to Chile to create Global HELP videos in English and Spanish.
- USB Flash Drive Libraries are **now available**!
- We are always looking for **in-demand medical publications and videos** - let us know what you’d like to see on our site!
- Providing **translated subtitles on our videos** will help us reach a broader audience.

Website Updates

- Improved **navigation**
- Optimized for **fast access** to our materials worldwide
- Updated interface **design**
- Expanded **resources**
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